YHA & Parkinson Lane Primary School
– An Impact Case Study 2016
By its own admission, Parkinson Lane School has not always been
a high performing learning institution. Indeed, the Head teacher,
Gugsy Ahmed, attributes a significant part of their progress, from
an under- performing school, to an exemplar one, to the long
standing partnership with YHA. In his words;
Since 2005 when YHA and Parkinson Lane primary school began
working together, the impact of the outdoor activities on students’
personal and academic development has been remarkable. Located
in Halifax, Yorkshire, Parkinson Lane School is currently rated as
outstanding by the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s
Services and Skills (Ofsted).
Almost 99% of the pupils are drawn from ethnic-minority
backgrounds, mainly Pakistani, and almost all of them speak
English as an additional language. The proportion
of pupils eligible for free school meals is
slightly above average, as is the number
of those with additional educational
needs and/or disabilities. Despite the
YHA has
challenges these demographics
really made
present, the school has and
a difference to
continues to record high academic
our educational
performance as evidenced by,
achievements as a
not just its coveted outstanding
school – Gugsy Ahmed.
rating, but also the other numerous
accolades, including Investors in
Pupils, Arts Mark, International School
and Healthy School status.

Impacting on Learning: YHA Breaks for
Kids Bursary
Research has shown that almost all outdoor learning interventions
consistently have a positive effect on academic learning and wider
outcomes such as self –confidence (Higgins et al, 2013). YHA sponsors
Parkinson Lane twice a year, to enable students of limited means to
attend various residentials across the UK. This allows them to benefit
from the attendant outdoor learning outcomes. Currently, 95% of
students in years 4-6 attend financially sponsored YHA
residentials. As part of the outdoor experience,
they participate in a mixture of activities
such as rock climbing, scientific research,
kayaking, mountain bike riding and
Those who
walks. About the activities, the teachers
take
part in
highlighted that;
these
The benefits Parkinson Lane school
activities
reported, which are enabled by
achieve higher than
their partnership with YHA can be
those who don’t
summarised into 5 learning outcomes
clusters as indicated below.

Figure 1. YHA Impact-Learning Outcomes Clusters
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Connecting classroom learning with
outdoor activities
For many students at the school, informal learning reinforces their
students classroom generated knowledge and gives rise to new
understandings. Teachers who accompanied the students noted post
–trip benefits such as the ability to draw upon the students’ residential
experiences as points of reference. They confirmed that the young
people’s outdoor experiences enabled better engagement and
learning in school.
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Creative writing in particular, was highlighted as benefiting from
residential trips. This creativity was also brought to ‘life’ through
visit inspired videos such the Shakespeare trailers
they made after a visit to YHA Stratford,
Shakespeare’s birth place. The head
In my
teacher and his team were in no doubt
opinion, I
that such output from the YHA
think all
residentials was clear evidence
residentials
of YHA impact on students’
broaden our
knowledge and understanding.
The students too recognised the
horizons and give
educational the value of the YHA
us the ability to
residentials. One of the student’s
achieve our academic
comments typifies what most
targets and develop us to
of the students thought the
be well rounded people
residentials gave them, saying;
– Maliha

Changing parental attitudes
A significant additional benefit of the YHA residential for Parkinson
Lane School has been the contribution to breaking down some
culture and or gender related participation barriers among some
families. Positive post-trip feedback by girls who attend YHA
residentials has helped the school to encourage reluctant parents to
allow their children, from both genders, to sign up for the trips. The
previously left out girls in particular have then benefited from the
social and academic impact of these experiences.

According to Parkinson Lane
teacher representatives, outdoor
learning, which YHA facilitates, has resulted
in significant academic progress for students. The progress
made is measured in sub-levels, with each level
denoting the learning distance travelled. The
National Curriculum expects students
to work their way through one level
make
every two years. For example, a child
greater
working at level 2B in Year 2 would
sub-level
be expected to reach 3B in Year 4.
improvements,
At the school, they have noticed
as compared to
that students who attend YHA
those who don’t
residentials and take part in extra
participate
curricula activities;

Shared and
differentiated impact
Discussions with both staff and some of the over 500 students at
the school, point to the positive and cross cutting benefits, the school
derives from YHA and its residential services. According to
Emma and David, both teachers at Parkinson Lane;
Although there are common benefits derived
from the residentials, some
YHA
students are impacted
makes a
more specifically.
massive
Commenting on
difference by
the effect of the
enabling shared
YHA sponsored
Personally,
experiences,
experiences – Emma
I think
some of the
& David
residentials
students said;
boost my

confidence in
everything –
Ahmed
The trips that
we go on
help us to
socialise with
different people
and therefore makes
us more independent and
raises our aspirations –
Luqman

…the
brilliant
residentials
help us to stay
fit as we go on
amazing walks –
Hammad

Enjoyment, Fun, Health & Well-being
Parkinson Lane School emphasised the significance of accessing a
safe, fun and challenging environment in the form of YHA hostels, as
they enabled novel experiences and broadened students’ horizons.
YHA contributions to the partnership have also impacted on other
extra curricula activities such as the schools 100 mile ride from
Morecombe to Bridlington. The bike ride includes
stops at various YHA hostels along the way.
In addition to exploration, the experience
also has a health and well-being
dimension as it encourages the
The coast to
students to be active. In his post ride
coast
reflection note, Abdur wrote;
experience
was amazing as
it showed me parts of
the country I had never
seen– Abdur
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The school teachers noted that experiences away from home,
contributed to the students’ behaviour and progression through
encouraging independence, self- understanding and peer-peer
cohesion. These positive outcomes resonate closely with other
research findings which point to young people benefiting from;

improved
confidence
and maturity,
an improved
attitude to
learning with
raised aspirations,
better relationships with
adults and other people …..
(Moore & Hutchinson,
2012).

Enduring Impact
The strength of feeling and vividness with which the students
recounted their experiences, long after their YHA residentials,
suggested significant and enduring effects of their outdoor
engagement. From both current and former students, it was evident
that the range of activities they participated in left an indelible
mark on their memories. Some students indicated that the YHA
residentials will potentially influence their future
explorations and actions. With reference to
this impact, Hafsah noted that;
Significantly, based on a fortuitous
discussion with 2 ex-students who
volunteer at the school, YHA
residential experiences can be a
catalyst to the development of a
sense of wider social responsibility
in some students. This impact on
attitudes and values was evident
in the volunteering time former
students give to the school. In 2016,
up to 15 former students attended
residentials, supporting younger
students through the experience.

Going on
these
residentials
has made me
want to explore the
wide world when I am
older and maybe take
my family too! – Hafsah
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In terms of their sense of enjoyment, students
appreciated the scenic environments within
which YHA hostels were located and
the access to challenging activities
The youth
they provided. All this contributed
hostel was a
positively to their sense of wellpleasure to
being. In the words of one student,
stay in as it was
Alishbah;
very beautiful
and has an amazing
scenery. It was a dreamy
place where every body
would love to be –
Alishbah
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